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ABSTRACT
An emerging Internet trend is greater social transparency, such as the use of real names in social networking sites, feeds of friends’ activities, traces of others’ re-use of content, and visualizations of team interactions. Researchers lack a systematic way to conceptualize and evaluate social transparency. The purpose of this paper is to develop a framework for thinking about social transparency. This framework builds upon multiple streams of research, including prior work in CSCW on social translucence, awareness, and visual analytics, to describe three dimensions of online behavior that can be made transparent. Based on the framework, we consider the social inferences transparency supports and introduce a set of research questions about social transparency’s implications for computer-supported collaborative work and information exchange.
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INTRODUCTION
More information than ever before is being revealed about content, people, and their interactions online. Internet applications make visible individual’s identities and actions as they access and share information. Facebook tracks user activities, and allows search engines and advertisers access to that information [73]. Twitter explicitly supports attribution of retweets and embedding of Tweets within a webpage [54]. It is technically possible to make almost any action on a piece of information visible to users within or even across websites. Further, whereas early digital networks offered a comparatively impoverished social context for communication, today’s information exchange may include text and audio conversations, faces, names, videos, and visualizations of social networks. Social transparency, which we define as the availability of social meta-data surrounding information exchange, is increasing at a rapid rate, and qualitatively changes the way we conduct work and interact with others online.

Only some aspects of social transparency have been conceptualized and studied in CSCW. Erickson and Kellogg [25] introduced the concept of social translucence and argued that making co-workers more visible, and letting them know when someone on the team acted on a joint project, would encourage participation and promote collaborative work. There also is a considerable history of research on awareness systems specific to a particular function, such as tracking the actions of a group on a shared artifact or the location of co-workers [1, 23, 32]. Advances in visual analytics have made online community activity more accessible as well. Suh et al. [74] and Viégas et al. [77] explored the benefits for Wikipedia projects of making edits and editors more understandable through visualizations.

Although this previous work illuminates the potential promise of increased levels of social transparency about co-worker actions for computer-supported collaborative work, we still lack a systematic way to conceptualize and evaluate social transparency. Technical advances are pushing the frontiers of social transparency beyond prior research frameworks and are starting to exceed some people’s comfort levels. For example, the re-use of medical prescriptions in marketing led to a court challenge (e.g., U.S. Supreme Court, Sorrell v. IMS Health). Vigorous debates are being held on privacy, anonymity, and the use of personal identity data for communities and commerce (e.g., [47]).

The goals of this paper are fourfold: (1) we provide an overarching framework and consistent terminology for the concept of social transparency, showing how it extends from the basic model of information exchange. We build on previous work on social translucence and awareness, but capture a broader range of transparency in information exchange, including concepts already in use such as
authentication, anonymity, and provenance. (2) We then consider the inferences made by users that social transparency supports and their second order implications. Inferences stem from the immediate effects of changes in technology, such as making it easier to share information. Second order effects are indirect, longer term, and sometimes hard to anticipate effects. We argue that social transparency designs are making information visible without careful thought to the social inferences these designs support and the second order effects\(^1\)\(^2\) of those inferences. We focus on effects critical for collaborative work, such as the quality of information shared, coordination and control. (3) We point to some of the tradeoffs that are, or will, arise as the result of increasing social transparency. (4) Finally, we identify future areas of research related to social transparency to encourage CSCW researchers to study how these changes will affect collaborative work and information exchange online.

**INFORMATION EXCHANGE**

A basic sender-receiver communication model, derived from information theory [67], can describe information exchange between two individuals. A source (or sender), “Bob,” disseminates information to a receiver, “Alice,” and obtains confirmation from Alice in the form of verbal and non-verbal feedback that she received and understood the message (Figure 1). Information, defined as "knowledge [that] can be transmitted without loss of integrity “ ([41] p. 386), travels within a tunnel, whereby only Bob and Alice have access to the information, and know that the exchange occurred. Considerable research in communication, social psychology, and sociology has enriched this view of two-party exchanges, showing they are typically iterative and cooperative (e.g., [15]).

![Figure 1. Dyadic information exchange](image-url)

Today, dyadic information exchange is becoming less typical as people share their information on the Internet, purposely or not. Bob sends an email to Alice with copies to other people, posts comments in response to a blog, or posts a video of his family. Observers such as Lee, whom Bob may not even know, might get forwarded Bob’s email or see his comments and video (Figure 2).\(^2\)

The model in Figure 2 is as old as the Internet, but what is comparatively new is the increasing amount and quality of information that sources and receivers have about their information exchanges and the opportunity for observers like Lee to engage in these exchanges. Services within and across applications make visible three social dimensions of information exchange: the identities of those exchanging information—identity transparency, changes to content—content transparency, and actions taken during the interaction—interaction transparency.

**IDENTITY TRANSPARENCY**

Identity transparency refers to the visibility of the identity of the sender and/or receiver in an information exchange. For a source, identity transparency means information about the receiver is visible, whereas for the receiver, it means that information about the source is visible. Identity transparency also can be asymmetric; meaning only one party in the exchange has information about the identity of the other.

![Figure 2. Networked information exchange: Multiple receivers access the same information and third parties can observe these actions on information.](image-url)

**Variations in Identity Transparency**

Identity transparency overlaps with the security concept of message authenticity, which refers to the verifiability of the identity of a sender and/or receiver of a message. Where verifiability is typically all or none, however, identity transparency designs have many gradations and ranges from strong identity transparency, where much information about a person’s real world identity is persistently available across applications and settings, to complete anonymity.

---

\(^1\) Studies of email provide many historical examples of first and second order effects [72]. For instance, email made it easy for organizations to create virtual teams, a first-order effect. However, the huge rise in popularity of virtual teams led to second-order effects, such as team coordination challenges [21] and employee stress [2].

\(^2\) Observers could be individuals, as in our example here, or organizations. See Wicker and Schrader [80] for an in-depth discussion on the implications of surveillance for commercial purposes.
where there is no persistent identifier of any kind. These variations in identity transparency influence social inferences about similarity, reputation, relative status, and perceived credibility of an information source.

![Anonymous, Alias, Real name table]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Anonymous</th>
<th>Alias</th>
<th>Real name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Take more risks; conform less</td>
<td>Take few risks; conform more</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receivers and Observers</th>
<th>Anonymous</th>
<th>Alias</th>
<th>Real name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceive source as less credible or judge credibility from group context</td>
<td>Perceive source as more credible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3. First order effects in the continuum of identity**

Designs with strong identity transparency include a real name and/or information about source or receiver attributes, such as the person’s demographic characteristics and membership in groups (“profiles”), acts as a signal or cue to a source’s or receiver’s trust in others and willingness to be accountable for what he says and does [53, 62]. Identity information about the source or receiver can support social inferences about how similar or dissimilar a user is to others involved in an exchange. The concept of homophily suggests that similarity perceptions can influence the likelihood of information exchange [52] in that we are attracted to and prefer to interact with those who are similar to us. In situations where identity is transparent sources should be more likely to initiate new information exchanges with receivers perceived to be similar (or have similar views) to themselves [45]; receivers should be more likely to accept information from sources who are similar than from sources who are dissimilar [3, 43]. Source attributes such as the designation “superuser” in TurboTax’s Live Community and “barnstars” in Wikipedia, can also act as cues to social status, and increase the perceived credibility or the believability of a source and the information [53, 62].

Medium levels of identity transparency are created through designs that employ virtual identifiers such as unique user IDs and aliases allowing sources and receivers to be uniquely identified within an application and, if they choose, use the same identity across applications while avoiding using their real names or revealing demographic information about themselves. Virtual identifiers give sources control over their self-presentation in different communities [24], and receivers over contribution assessments within those communities. With repeated exposure and positive interactions, persistent aliases become more like real names in that they support trust, relationship development, and reputation building within sites and communities [61]. Persistent identifiers can also lead to reputational losses if people’s interactions are negative (e.g., in the website Slashdot as described by Lampe and Resnick [44]).

Anonymity, the lowest level of identity transparency, makes it harder for sources and receivers to interpret one another’s credibility, and can signal untrustworthy or suspicious information. Accordingly, anonymity seems to function best within communities or groups where almost everyone is anonymous. Sources and receivers develop norms of information exchange, and pay attention to the social context to interpret others’ information [5, 17, 65]. Because anonymity reduces the personal risks associated with information sharing such as embarrassment, reputational losses, or social sanctions, anonymity in such communities and groups can facilitate the transmission of controversial, sensitive, critical, or novel information [38, 51].

To summarize, research suggests that different levels of identity transparency support different types of social inferences about sources and receivers. This research also suggests that sources and receivers change their behavior when we move along the continuum of weak versus strong identity transparency (Figure 3). When Bob uses his real name (or a persistent identity across many applications), he and his information are potentially more public, and he will likely take more care about the information he discloses or disseminates than when his identity is not known. Alice’s trust in information from Bob will increase. Strong identity transparency therefore is likely to increase sources’ sense of accountability and concern for how others perceive, value, and use their content online [38]. By contrast, when Bob is anonymous or uses a temporary alias, he will feel freer to say what he wishes, Alice is likely to take what he says less seriously, and she will need to look to the group context and norms to evaluate Bob’s information.

**Second Order Effects of Identity Transparency**

We argue that increasing identity transparency of sources and receivers will have second order effects in collaborative groups and communities, as a result of the inferences it supports. In particular, increased perceived accountability will result in greater accuracy of information shared and used, while lowering creativity by reducing the amount of unique or novel information shared.

**Information Accuracy**

One plausible effect of identity transparency is an increase in the accuracy of information. Identity transparency should result in higher reputational accountability of sources and allow receivers to better evaluate the accuracy and usefulness of information from sources. In turn, the ability to evaluate information and its source should increase trust in information and information sharing. Research has shown that employees often fail to share or use information from their own organization that are held in repositories or databases because they are anonymous in the system. As sources, they do not know how others will use their information, and as receivers, they cannot evaluate the usefulness of the information or contact the source for more details [6, 7]. When sources and receivers are identified, potentially useful information is more usable. In one test of this idea, contributions to MovieLens, an online movie recommender system, were both greater in number and higher quality when contributors knew that their reviews
would be checked by another MovieLens member [18]. This study began what could be a larger investigation into how online accountability, and designs for reinforcing it, affects the amount, accuracy, and usefulness of information that people create or disseminate to others within and across online communities. This research also could show how accountability changes, or fails to change, the psychology and detection of lying and false reporting online [59, 79].

An open question concerns asymmetric identity transparency, when a source or receiver is identified but the other party is not. Figure 4 shows some examples of symmetric and asymmetric identity transparency, depending on whether the identity of the receiver and source are visible. The example of the downloaded paper will be familiar: Bob uploads his paper to his website. He will not know the identity of Alice, who downloads the paper and reads it. Applications such as Google Scholar offer post-publication citation services [10] and applications such as Turnitin.com offer plagiarism checking [22], but it is not as easy for Bob to know about Alice. Giving authors the ability to trace the identity of readers might be controversial, but would allow authors to have an early lead on potential collaborators or students, insight into the fields where they are having impact, and potential linkages to other relevant work.

**Creativity**

Within some communities and collaborations, an increase in accountability would lead to more conformity, a decline in risk taking, and less creativity. Because their identities are known, people in strongly transparent groups and communities are likely to work harder at being civil and doing what their group wants, but also increase their conformity to group ideas and norms. This consequence needs to be much better understood as it could affect the culture of creative collaborations. Suppose Alice, Bob, and Charles see that they have each accessed a particular paper; they may perceive they form a group [12]. As members of a group, they will be more likely to communicate with one another, and if they do, they will feel social pressure to adhere to each other’s opinions. Members of a triad are less independent in their behavior than members of dyads [69, 70]. Bob can be more confident that Charles will behave in a reasonably predictable and honorable way, because Bob and Alice can sanction Charles’ inappropriate behavior. This increased sense of security for Bob and Alice, and civility of the group as whole, also comes with a cost to the individual group members—each will have to take more care with what he says.

The foregoing discussion suggests that there may always be defensible reasons within some communities to remove identity transparency, and to support anonymous information exchange for individuals and groups. The argument raises several research questions. First, what are the various situations in which communities and collaborations want anonymity? Researchers have investigated why some users choose not to actively contribute to online communities, which in turn hides their identity (e.g., lurkers [55, 56]). To our knowledge, however, there are no studies of when people prefer anonymity. Second, are there ways to assure anonymity for some parts of collaborative work (e.g., brainstorming) but maintain strong identity transparency for most of it? Google’s Chrome browser incorporated a so-called “incognito mode,” designed to remove traces of users’ activity from their own machines [16]. Is it possible to design a similarly easy-to-use mode for controlling personal identification in groups? For and other similar proxy services provide anonymity today, but these solutions rely on third parties and are awkward for spontaneous work in collaborations. Researchers might consider the technical requirements for retrofitting such that anonymity (or lack thereof) is guaranteed for certain tasks.

**CONTENT TRANSPARENCY**

Content transparency refers to visibility of the origin and history of actions taken on information. For example, Wikipedia keeps a complete history of all the edits that have been made to every page. Viégas, Wattenberg, and Dave created the HistoryFlow visualization of editorial changes to improve the accessibility of these revision logs [77]. The history flow visualization uses edit timestamps in Wikipedia to construct a visual representation of the persistence of different pieces of text within a Wikipedia article. By making editorial changes more visible, the visualization increases individuals’ ability to see how a document evolved over time as a result of many editors’ actions on the content. Designs that incorporate content transparency can support inferences about others’ activities (activity awareness) as well as inferences about the credibility of the content of a piece of information.

**Variations in Content Transparency**

One way systems can provide content transparency is using designs that make provenance information visible. Provenance refers to the origin or earliest known history of some artifact or content. When interface designs make provenance visible to sources and recipients, they both know where information originated. For instance, when Bob uploads his original essay to the web, then the parts of Bob’s essay that Alice uses in her teaching lectures can be traced back to Bob. Provenance allows for checking plagiarism and the authenticity of data. A lack of
Provenance means that content has no clear ownership; hence it is easy to borrow, steal, repurpose, or fake.

Provenance can support inferences about others' activities, leading to activity awareness, consciousness of other individuals' actions [23], because provenance is often determined by tracing back through prior actions on information. For example, Software developers become aware of others' actions on code by looking at their commit logs [71]. Many researchers in CSCW have studied activity awareness but not usually because they are interested in determining the source or ownership of content. Instead, they have used the concept out of a larger concern for supporting coordination of collaborative work, especially distributed work [32, 66].

Revision control systems that require authentication, such as those commonly used in enterprise-scale software engineering, are a good example of content transparency used to support coordination. These systems provide detailed information about all changes to software. Engineers can make specific queries to see the changes. Visualizations of the system can help them create a mental model or narrative of the workflow [57].

Provenance can also support inferences about the characteristics of the individuals who have acted on the information over time. Visualizations of how people have edited or changed information over time not only aid coordination but also serve as an indicator of the expertise of those who created or changed information [40, 74, 77]. These visualizations can also support inferences about social structure within the set of individuals who have acted on the information, for instance, has anyone taken a leading role and are others following? Transparency of the development of content can reveal the roles of the individuals involved in its creation—what Gutwin, Greenberg, and Roseman referred to as structural awareness [33].

**Second Order Effects of Content Transparency**

Because content transparency lets people see what is happening to a project or a community issue, and when, where, and how sources and receivers have changed information, this meta-information can serve as a reminder for others to contribute or respond to the changes in content. We argue that these kinds of cues will produce broader second order effects.

**Productivity**

Activity awareness may drive productivity by reminding project members about interdependent projects, and through social facilitation processes. The reminding cues [36] that derive from strong content transparency should increase the productivity of collaborations and the self-corrective effects of crowd sourced information. Content transparency also can increase productivity through social facilitation processes; when sources know that their actions are visible, this awareness should prompt them to work harder. In one study, cashiers in a supermarket were more productive when they were watched by a highly productive peer [49].

Distributed teams are more likely than collocated teams to experience inattention to tasks, group conflict, neglect, and delays in their work [11, 19, 35]. We attribute some of the cause of these problems to weak content transparency, whereby members lack feedback and immediate knowledge of each others’ activities, and fail to attend each others’ progress [21]. Increased content transparency in the form of activity awareness can provide feedback as to whether the collaboration is proceeding as expected and keep collaborators on track, enhancing mutual knowledge and improving the accuracy of shared mental models [1, 23]. Documented work progress also provides collaborators with a common reference point for discussion, a shared understanding of the development of the project, what else needs to be done, and who might do it. For example, one IM prototype application shows activity in projects, with an icon indicating when any member of the project is changing a document [1, 23]. These kinds of cues may speed up content development by reducing lags between iterations of work, mitigating coordination problems, and reducing social loafing [37].

**Stress**

As with identity transparency, however, there are contexts in which strong content transparency is likely to have some negative consequences for collaborations and communities. Content transparency makes everyone’s behavior more visible and therefore more open to being evaluated and second-guessed by others. Research on “evaluation apprehension” suggests that people are worried about others’ evaluations of their work, they sometimes make mistakes and learn less than when they are not watched (e.g., [75]).

Although there is much excitement about new visualizations supporting content transparency, it is not clear whether these designs can support detailed activity awareness without overloading and subsequently stressing users. Imagine that every project Bob is working on notifies him of Alice, Charles’, Sam’s (and many others’) changes to content in each project. Are there upper boundaries to content transparency? Many visualizations of content changes provide people with vast meta-information about information. Examples of such visualizations include the history flow visualization mentioned above, and the code swarm visualization project [58]. Although these examples may excel for certain tasks, researchers have already identified a tension between visualizations of content changes and increased cognitive load from adding more resources to a person’s desktop (see [75]).

In many cases, the volume of changes to pieces of shared information may far exceed the attentional capacity of individuals. For example, a study of awareness in software development suggested that engineers found the email messages generated to notify them of individual changes to code disruptive, and struggled to keep up with the information contained within often keeping changes private to avoid disturbing others [71]. Dashboards and feeds only partially alleviate these issues, and selecting the correct...
level of detail remains a challenge [76]. Notifications about changes to content can generate constant interruptions to ongoing tasks, known to be disruptive to productivity [50]. Also, transparency in collaborations might increase the stress that many people feel as they feel social pressures to keep up with multiple projects and collaborators [2]. Thus an important research question is at what level of detail does content transparency need to be to mitigate overload while supporting collaborative function? And how frequently should individuals attend to it, to avoid distraction while maintaining awareness?

**INTERACTION TRANSPARENCY**

When information is transmitted online, interface designs can make the details of an information exchange more or less visible to third parties. We define interaction transparency as the ability of a third party to observe an information exchange between a source and receiver, and (assuming symmetry) the knowledge that source and receiver have about the presence and identity of these third parties. This information supports social inferences about normative behavior as well as the social structure within a community or closed group. These inferences, when aggregated to the group level, may foster herding behavior, foster access to new information and influence creativity.

**Variations in Interaction Transparency**

Many Web applications track information access behavior and display it to one or more third parties (observers who did not create the content or access it). For example, if Alice publicly shares her photo on Flickr.com, the website indicates to Alice and anyone who visits the site how many times her photo has been viewed by others. Flickr allows users to designate friends as contacts and to track their activities in real time [46].

Interaction transparency supports social inferences about what constitutes acceptable behavior by sources, receivers, and third parties themselves. This happens because meta-information about third parties who opt to view an interaction can act as a source attribute. For example, if Charles and his friends watch Bob exchange content with Alice, the Bob-Alice interaction seems more important to Sally, another third party who sees that Charles and his friends have an interest in Bob’s information. Generally, meta-information about people’s behavior influences observers’ interpretations of content and responses to sources (e.g., [4]). People tend to assume that others’ behavior is usual, correct and worth following (see [13] for a review). Thus, guests at a hotel are more likely to reuse their towels when they are informed that most of the other guests at the hotel participate in the same environmental conservation program [30]. They are less likely to litter when they see a lonely piece of trash on the sidewalk than if there is no litter at all; the single piece of litter reminds them that most people are not littering [14]. Third parties who see others’ information exchanges also are more open to learning from the information. For example, newcomers to an online community who observe exchanges among more senior members are more open to adopting community norms [42]. Interaction transparency may be beneficial to newcomers because they become acclimatized to the normative behaviors of the community [60].

Interaction transparency also conveys information about social structure to third parties. While knowledge of a social structure is an important resource (e.g., [8]), individuals are likely to make errors in their assessments of what that social structure looks like [39]. Having accurate information about others social relationships would allow individuals to make more accurate assessments of other’s social capital and locate expertise within a network.

Third party meta-information also helps potential receivers filter through large amounts of information to bring the most valued content to the surface. When Kijiji, for example, lists the number of page views for each classified ad on that site (www.kijiji.com), and the New York Times lists its top articles based on recommendations and blog coverage, viewers get a sense of what is important to other users (www.nytimes.com). Suh et al. developed Wiki Dashboard to help users filter through Wikipedia articles [74].

**Second Order Effects of Interaction Transparency**

Interaction transparency reveals social information who is exchanging information with whom, who is dependent on whom for information, and which persons or groups are the primary conduits for information. We argue this information will have several second order effects.

**Popularity and Herding**

Interaction transparency increases people’s knowledge about the popularity of information, sources, receivers, and third parties. Because popularity signals credibility, popular information and popular people have a huge advantage in gaining more popularity [64]. The result may be increased tendencies for herding behavior within communities and collaborations as interaction transparency increases.

Rating systems and public usage statistics exemplify information given to third parties about exchanges among sources and receivers. Someone coming to a site can see summary information at a glance about who has liked or disliked different content. Google HotPot and Stumbleupon curate content based on people’s social connections [28]. Research suggests that this kind of rating information does cause herding behavior. In a study of music exchange markets, songs rated highly early in the rating process skyrocketed in popularity, irrespective of song quality [64]. Herding behavior could be expected to increase with more interaction transparency, and could affect the opinions and behavior of collaborations and communities.

Herding behavior is worrisome because it may reduce the variety of content that people access since they are being fed information that is consumed by others within their social network. Seeing what one’s friends or coworkers are looking at could reduce access and use of new information, and increase segregation of information exchange based on ideology and group memberships [27].
New Information

Increased interaction transparency could make larger, more dispersed networks visible. For example, Microsoft Academic Search (academic.research.microsoft.com) is a visualization designed to display co-authorship networks that display, for instance, co-authors of co-authors. Making networks more visible could counteract the tendency for people to only interact within their own groups. It would show that social structure is not as rigid as might be assumed, and useful social capital [9]. Charles and Sue might be trustworthy and predictable collaborators but not the most useful contacts for each other in all situations. If Charles and Sue only share information with each other and their joint contacts, the information that Charles receives from Sue will tend to be redundant with the information he gets from his other existing contacts [31]. In short, we argue that revealing social networks could increase the uniqueness of information people seek and receive. This effect could have interesting implications for collaborative work and innovation.

Previous work has shown how attributes of a source influences the likelihood that new information is disseminated [63]. This previous work has not considered how interaction transparency will influence the spread and reuse of information. Reputation cues and collaboration networks should influence the information that users seek out and reuse. If a researcher learns though a revealed collaboration network about people who do similar work or have new ideas about similar topics, he might be more likely to seek out and reuse that content. Increased visibility would make a search for new information more efficient because users are pointed to individuals with similar interests who were previously unknown [34].

Interaction with Identity Transparency

Earlier, we noted that when receivers know the identity of sources, and this transparency is symmetric, sources may feel more accountable for their information and more careful about what they reveal. As well, knowing that third parties are observing them can make sources more cautious about their information exchange behavior, especially their use or reuse of sensitive information such as searches for health information. The influence of observers is especially influential in new, uncertain, or risky situations (e.g., [48]). Being observed may lead sources to alter the information they share such that it becomes more easily accessible to a broader audience, or they may omit certain content that would offend others or is proprietary or could be considered plagiarism. Third party transparency could affect the way receivers respond to information from sources. For example, receivers might confirm receipt of publically conveyed information more quickly than privately transmitted content, and provide more feedback, because they want to appear conscientious in the eyes of third parties or the broader community. These speculations have not been studied but are important to understanding the conditions under which interaction transparency increases or decreases innovation.

Privacy has received considerable attention in the CSCW research literature (e.g., [20, 29]). Perceived privacy violations can be caused by asymmetric identity and interaction transparency, as when a third party knows the identity and actions of sources or recipients but the reverse is not true [43]. Third parties could have codified, reused, or disseminated information about the sources or recipients without their knowledge or permission. Researchers have found that feedback regarding who is observing a user’s activities (that is, creating symmetry) allays people’s privacy concerns [43], where in other situations asymmetry might be desired by users [78]. However, we still lack sufficient information about the effects and tradeoffs involved in asymmetric interaction transparency. For instance, threats to privacy with asymmetric interaction transparency exist in countries with governments that block or censor websites, and even arrest people for their content. Often the rules are not clear and it is impossible to trace the existence or identity of third party observers or to make all parties anonymous. Shklovski and Kotamraju [68] describe how people in Kazakhstan and Russia self-censor their behavior and avoid anonymization services to avoid appearing suspicious. Their study suggests that cross-national and cross-culture research is needed to understand better the implications of asymmetry in interaction transparency.

Another important question regarding identity and interaction transparency is whether and how sources can stop the flow of meta-information about their content. The Internet makes it easy for recipients and third parties to archive content and meta-information without the source’s knowledge. Once content is archived by another user, the source loses control over the lifespan of that content. Are there technical means to add tracking devices or automatic degradation of content over time? Just as a newspaper passed around on a rainy day will slowly fall apart, can the creator of content specify certain types of file accesses or modifications that would partially or fully corrupt the content?

Perhaps it is possible to design DRM solutions, accessible to individuals, to enhance innovation through attribution and tracking of content’s reuse. Any transfer to a network-enabled machine could cause the data to “phone home.” Systems like Vanish attempt to give the source control over the lifespan of data by supporting a data self-destruct date [26], but this solution has not yet been widely adopted. Researchers need to consider more fully the technical requirements and user impact of transparency control.
that incorporates social transparency are recreating many of the signals we rely on in our offline environment with potentially broader, more far-reaching consequences. Informed by the existing research on social psychology, decision-making, and interaction in online communities, our framework suggests inferences individuals are likely to make based on social transparency cues. When aggregated across individuals, transparency-related inferences in turn have implications for the social structures individuals are embedded in. We have considered here the influence of identity, content, and interaction transparency on group and organizational-level outcomes such as information quality, creativity, productivity, stress, and herding (summarized in Table 1 above). The implications of social transparency for collaborative systems suggest a host of interesting research opportunities in CSCW. In particular, the second-order system level effects of social transparency are understudied. We insufficiently understand the social context for positive and negative effects of transparency—whether information quality will improve or creativity will decline, whether (Table 1. Some Effects of Social Transparency)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension of Transparency</th>
<th>Transparency Components</th>
<th>First Order Effects Cited in Prior Research</th>
<th>Hypothesized Second Order Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identity Transparency</td>
<td>Real names</td>
<td>Accountability: Names and virtual identifiers aid in developing a reputation [44,61]</td>
<td>↑ Information Accuracy: More identifiably in a community or collaboration increases accountability, accuracy of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual identifiers (e.g., IDs and aliases)</td>
<td>Image maintenance: Virtual identifiers provide control over people’s self presentation [24]</td>
<td>↓ Creativity: More identifiably in a community or collaboration increases conformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profile information (e.g., demographic, historic data)</td>
<td>Trust: Profile information increases credibility [53, 62]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anonymity</td>
<td>Perceived similarity: Profile information attracts similar others [45]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trust: Anonymity applications are used to reduce risk [38]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>People use cues from the social context to judge sources and receivers [17,65]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Transparency</td>
<td>Provenance and greater awareness of authorship</td>
<td>Activity awareness: Revision histories keep people in the loop (who is doing what) [74]</td>
<td>↑ Productivity: Provenance and revision awareness increase productivity in collaborative projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revealed revision history</td>
<td>Credibility: increases trustworthiness of content [40,74]</td>
<td>↑ Attentional Demand: Provenance and revision awareness increase stress from collaborative work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Transparency</td>
<td>Evidence of third party access (e.g., link referral history)</td>
<td>Social networks: Reveals new connections between users [34]</td>
<td>↑ Herding: Revealed popularity multiplies the impact of popularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visualizations of social networks</td>
<td>Norms: Reveals ‘normal’ behavior through popularity of content [64]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self censorship: Due to being in the public eye [48]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Network perception: People don’t perceive social networks accurately [39]</td>
<td>↓ Privacy: Asymmetries in identity and interaction transparency increase privacy violations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION
Social transparency, the ability to observe and monitor the interactions of others within and across applications on the Internet is transforming the way we collaborate and share information online. Although the field of CSCW has conceptualized social transience and awareness within a small group setting, we lack a framework for researching social transparency across a larger scale. In this paper, we have presented such a framework for analyzing social transparency on the Internet. This framework extends the notion of social transience and activity awareness, and suggests new research on the effects and design of socially transparent collaborative work systems. A summary of the dimensions of social transparency, their related inferences and second order effects can be found in Table 1 above. We argue that designers of social systems need to consider the inferences that transparency supports and its implications for broader social outcomes. In the offline world, cues about others behavior serve as powerful signals that inform our own activities. In the online setting, designs...
collaborations will be more effective or more stressful, and whether communities will attend too much to popular content or will be exposed to new content they might not otherwise have seen.
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